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eduhub – a community very much alive!

• eduhub days from 2009 to today: 70 > 130+ participants

• Traditionally high number of AAA projects (67 of 114)

• AAA “Bridge project” in 2013

• Key results are not just in projects but in the community:
  – the network of people and specialists
  – the information exchange
  – the collaboration between institutions
  – also more and more the creation of national services
Main achievements

• Special events: eduhub days, eduhub webinars, SIG meetings as well as praxis meetings

• 8 Special Interest Groups:
  – E-Assessment
  – E-Collaboration
  – E-Portfolio
  – Mobile Learning
  – Personal Learning Environment (PLE)
  – Student Voice
  – Open Educational Resources (OER)
  – Science 2.0
Outstanding webinars in 2013

• Lifelong Learning: State-of-the-Art and Future Scenarios, Cindy Eggs, Willi Bernhard, Swiss Distance University of Applied Sciences, November 28, 2013

• Academic E-Identity, Hervé Platteaux, University of Fribourg, Omar Benkacem, University of Geneva, Rolf Brugger, SWITCH, Zurich, June 27, 2013

• How to Conduct Online Examinations Using Safe Exam Browser 2.0, Daniel Schneider, ETH Zurich, May 25, 2013

CUS P2 Project

• 2013 was the year of the “bridge” projects (more about this from Petra Kauer-Ott & Rolf Brugger)

• There were over 100 use cases that created the basis for the new “e-Learning” Strategy. Four key directions:
  - e-portfolio and e-assessment
  - Learning and teaching with new tools for more efficient knowledge transfer
  - Management and delivery of electronic educational content

• Programme is lead by the CUS P2 “Comité de pilotage” and “Direction de programme”. Success measured by the creation of sustainable national services.
New services at SWITCH

• SWITCHportfolio:
The Mahara-based service is launched with five institutions.

• SWITCHtube:
Based on many requests from the community, we are currently rolling out version 1.0. (tube.switch.ch)

• SWITCHdrive:
This personal shared storage will be launched in Q2 2014. We are looking for test pilots.

• Please contact us if we can support you!
SWITCHtube – new to the Cast family
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Added Value of SWITCHtube

This what you asked from us:
• AAI protectable
• Channels (to group content)
• Attach assets (PDFs…)
• Permission model
• Hosted by SWITCH
• Connected to SWITCHcast
• No ads
SWITCHdrive
Sync and share your files
SWITCHdrive service

• Synchronize and share your files
• 10 GBytes of storage
• Available for desktop and mobile clients (iOS, Android)
• AAI required to use the service

• Available on subscription by your institution
• Go live in Q2 2014
• Ask for a test account on drive@switch.ch
eduhub and SWITCH

• We see the eduhub as a unique opportunity to interact with our community with regard to e-Learning

• So we will expand our offering by taking eduhub on the road and starting individual “eduhub visits” to your organizations in 2014.

• And finally: In order to create sustainable services for our universities we need your guidance and support.